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INTRODUCTION
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Some background on The Social Life of Web Archives
project and a look at ‘use imaginaries’


























‘USE IMAGINARIES’ FOR WEB ARCHIVES
‘High Profile’ Examples of Use
● Bush ‘Mission Accomplished’ (2003)
● UK Conservative Party speech 
deletions (Ballard, 2013; Ramesh and 
Hern, 2013)
● MH17 (Dewey, 2014; Taylor, 2014)








Overviews: (e.g.) Thomas et al., 2010; 
Stirling, Chevallier and Illien, 2012; 




(e.g.) Lin et al., 2014; Jackson et al., 
2016; Ruest et al. 2020
Surveys & Qualitative Research: (e.g.)
Riley and Crookston, 2015; Costea, 2018; 
Vlassenroot et al., 2019; 
BEYOND THE ACADEMY
User Needs & Behaviours: Costa and 
Silva, 2012; AlNoamany, Weigle and 
Nelson, 2013; AlNoamany et al., 2014 
Legal/Copyright & IP:
Fagan, 2007; Eltgroth, 2009; Knutson, 
2009; Quarles III and Crudo, 2014; 
McCarthy, 2018
Activist, Journalistic Fact-checking:
(Examples of use plenty, lacking analysis)
Social Media ‘Misuse’: (Acker & Chaiet, 
2020; Donovan, 2020; Littman, 2018; 
Zannettou et al., 2018)
THEORISING USE
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Motivations for theorising how web archives are used
MOTIVATIONS
Some Questions
What are web archives used for? 
How might we problematise current 
boundaries and framings of web archival use?
What’s the significance and implications of 
use for a) web archives themselves and b)
our understanding of their role on the Web?
CONTRIBUTION OF THEORISING USE
1) Explore what constitutes use in the context of 
the archived Web + examine situated notions of 
‘misuse’, disuse, non-use
2) Organise, consolidate and mobilise existing 
research on how web archives are used (‘in the 
wild’)
3) Expand and broaden notions of comes to count 
as a ‘web archive’
4) Connect this research and the field to other 
relevant interdisciplinary internet studies work 
IMPLICATIONS
For how archiving is done, terms and 
conditions of use
Some categories of use, examples and discussion
PATTERNS OF USE
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PATTERNS OF USE (1)
Attribution
Ways that web archives provide mechanisms 
for users to evidence, cite and attribute online 
resources to particular actors/points in time
● Linking to and embedding content from 
a web archive snapshot
● Claims of authenticity and positioning of 




PATTERNS OF USE (2)
Circumvention
Where web archives act as alternative platforms
that enable users to (e.g.) avoid paywalls and/or 
social media content moderation by providing 
access to deleted or blocked content
Examples
● Accessing, linking to and embedding
content and/or screenshots of archived 
content that is otherwise inaccessible
● Both evasion and preemptive tactics to 
enable accessibility of ephemeral 
content  
● Aside: Is all web archival use some kind 
of circumvention? (discuss!)
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content that is otherwise inaccessible
● Both evasion and preemptive tactics to 
enable accessibility of ephemeral 
content  




PATTERNS OF USE (3)
Monitoring
How web archives provide the data and tools for 
observing online actors and change over time, 
and the potential role that preservation plays in 
mechanising different forms of ‘watching’
Examples
● Snapshot collection approach provides 
data over time
● Standard ‘diffing’ tools enable semi-
automated change detection in source 
code
● Change, addition or removal of links, 
navigation, content, language Environmental Data & Governance Initiative Web Monitoring
Further info: Access Denied: Federal Web Governance Under the Trump 
Administration (Gehrke et al., 2021)
PATTERNS OF USE (3)
Monitoring
How web archives provide the data and tools for 
observing online actors and change over time, 
and the potential role that preservation plays in 
mechanising different forms of ‘watching’
Examples
● Snapshot collection approach provides 
data over time
● Standard ‘diffing’ tools enable semi-
automated change detection in source 
code
● Change, addition or removal of links, 
navigation, content, language 
Platform Governance Archive 1.0 : https://pga.hiig.de/
PATTERNS OF USE (4)
“Computation”/Data Mining
How web archives are consumed by one-way 
computational processes that rely on the extraction 
and transformation of archived content 
Examples
● Training language models for text 
generation, summarization, translation.
● Training neural network models for 
image/video recognition, 
recommendation, classification and 
segmentation.




Discussion, conclusions and an agenda for future work
DISCUSSION, CONCLUSIONS 
& FUTURE WORK
● Web archival use remains under-examined and under-
theorised
● We began collating, mapping patterns and categories of web 
archival use through a conceptual framework
● Brief examples highlight how web archives become embedded 
in everyday practice online, but there are more
● Complicates the role(s) and broader significance of web 
archives (beyond just tools for research into the Web’s past) -
implications, risks
● Much more to be done! Creative methods and 
interdisciplinary perspectives required
Work in progress: Using web archives to 
study web archives!
CREDITS: This presentation template was created by Slidesgo, including 
icons by Flaticon, and infographics & images by Freepik. 
Please keep this slide for attribution.
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